Call for papers
Annual conference of the Swiss Association of Communication and Media Research
(SACM-SGKM)
04‐05 April 2019 at the University of St. Gallen

Digital Transformation of Media and Communication
Exploring Opportunities and Risk as well as the state‐of‐the‐art in digital
transformation of media and communication

Topics of the Conference
At present, digital transformation of the economy and society is widely discussed even though
it is not a completely new phenomenon and we have already experienced digital disruption
in the past. The digital transformation of the society, economy and companies started with the
emergency of Internet as a new digital medium and communication channel back in the 90s.
Examples of the early digital transformation are phenomena such as for example e‐Commerce,
e‐Business, e‐Government, e‐Learning, and similar developments.
The early digital transformation affected in particular the media industry as well as
communication in all its forms. Various examples of new content formats such as digital books,
digital newspapers, digital distribution of content such as music and video sharing or
streaming as well as first forms of digital communication are only few examples of how
digitalization has been changing media and communication during the last twenty years.
Furthermore, new players such as for example user generated media, platforms (i.e. Amazon.
Facebook, Netflix and others), as well as media and communication ecosystems have entered
the media and communication industry and have fundamentally changed audiences and
competition in these markets.
The new discussion on digital transformation is driven by technologies that result in new
digital disruption and at the same time build upon previous digital developments.
Technologies such as big data, augmented and virtual reality, artificial intelligence, robotics,
blockchain and Internet of Things are both maturing and gaining momentum at the same time.
These technologies offer new opportunities, but also disrupt the media and communications
industries in new ways. For example, software agents based on artificial intelligence can
produce content automatically and are changing the role of journalists, big data and its
analysis is a new source of stories and data journalism. In similar ways the same technologies
are also changing communication markets.
At the SACM 2019 conference, we want to explore opportunities and risks as well as the state‐
of‐the‐art in digital transformation of media and communication. The topic of digital
transformation of media and communication is significant to players on a macro‐, meso‐, and
micro level. These three levels are interlinked and in the following are treated distinctly only
for reasons of better clarity. During the 2019 conference, digital transformation of media and
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communication will be considered from various perspectives. One specific perspective of
interest is interdisciplinary and interdisciplinary views on digital transformation in media and
communication. The following topic areas and questions are mentioned exemplarily:

Area I: Macro‐level – Structures, Systems and Institutions
Theory formation as well as Media and Communication History:









How can digital transformation in the area of media and communication be captured
theoretically?
What kind of significance do various definitions and concepts of digital transformation
hold regarding the development of theories in the area of media and communication
studies?
How did digital transformation of media and communication develop over time? Of
interest is here the history of digital transformation of media and communication and
its consequences for the role of media and communication in the economy and
societies.
How is Digital Transformation in general influencing and shaping the development of
media and communication? How are specific driving technologies such as for example
artificial intelligence, blockchain or Internet of Things influencing and shaping the
development of media and communication? What are opportunities and threads,
chances and challenges for media and communication?
What are obstacles of digital transformation in media and communication?

Media Systems, Media Policy, Regulation of Communication:







What are the consequences of digital transformation in media and communication for
media policy?
Which approaches for regulating private and/or public media are being currently
discussed and how are they related to digital transformation? How did technology
driven media policy and regulation develop over time (historical perspective)?
Can regulation of media and communication limit the supremacy and dominance of
platforms such as Amazon, Google, Apple and facebook?
What are the consequences of regulation, for example GDPR on media and
communication as well as platforms?
How is GDPR and other regulation accepted by users?

Political communication
 How is digital transformation of media and communication changing political
communication?
 Which positive and negative consequences arise from digital transformation in terms
of shaping democratic opinion?
 How are phenomena as filter bubbles, echo chambers and fake news, which are
typically amplified in digital environments, influencing democratic opinion building?
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Media and Communication Economics
 How is digitalization changing internal processes, media products and business
models of media companies?
 How is Digital Transformation changing leadership and management in media and
communication companies?
 How are emerging technologies changing journalism?
 How are digital technologies changing communication?
 Case studies on emerging media and communication (advertising) ecosystems

Area II: Meso‐level – Media, companies and organizations
















What is the current status of digital transformation in companies (i.e. media companies,
NGOs and other players in the media and communication ecosystems)? Which digital
products, procedures and processes have shown to be successful in practice? In this
context also the illustration of digital transformation in (media) companies (i.e. media
companies, NGOs and other players in the media and communication ecosystems)
with case studies is of interest (i.e. application of blockchain in media, application of
artificial intelligence in media as well as communication and similar)
How should the introduction of new technologies within an organization be designed,
so that socio‐technical innovations can emerge? For example how has the culture of a
company have to change, or what are the new digital competences needed by
employees?
What are the opportunities and challenges as well as risks of Digital Transformation
related to journalism? How is journalism changing and what is are new forms of
journalism?
Which organizational features (number of employees, financial situation,
organizational structure, company culture etc.) have what kind of influence on the
Digital Transformation in media and communication? How can Digital
Transformation be promoted in small as well as in large enterprises?
What is the current status of Digital Transformation in Organizational Communication
and advertisement?
How is the application of technology changing organizational communication and
advertisement (public relations, advertisement and internal communication)?
How does Digital Transformation in the world of media affect the advertising market?
How are platforms as Google, Facebook and Amazon changing the advertising
market?
What effects do new user habits have on the media and communication industry?
How can impact and success of Digital Transformation in the area of media and
organizational communication be measured?
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Area III: Micro‐level – Media use and media impact
Media use








How are media and communication audiences changing due to digitalization?
How are platforms and phenomena as filter bubbles, echo chambers, fake news
impacting and changing media and communication use?
How are new forms of journalism (data journalism, use of artificial intelligence in
journalism, new forms of content as augmented and virtual reality) accepted by users?
Which theories and methods can explain the media and communication use by digital
users?
How significant is the role of different generations (e.g. Y and Z) in changing media
and communication use?
How and what for do different demographic groups (e.g. younger, older generations)
use new media and communication?
To what extent can convergent media communication change cultural and social tenors
using new communication methods?

Audience‐ and Media Use Research





What challenges does user research face in an increasingly digital and heterogeneous
media and communication landscape?
What effects do technical innovations in the area of media use (amongst others media
convergence, growing number of consumer devices) have on the methodology of
media use research?
What methods can be used to collect cross‐media data regarding the reach of
communication, advertisement and marketing?

Media and Communication Education
 Which effects does Digital Transformation of media and communication have on the
development of media education?
 How can media education empower children and adolescents to a self‐determined use
of digital media and communication?
 What kind of traditional and innovative teaching methods (MOOCs, blended learning,
etc.) are suitable for the transfer of media competence with different age groups?
 Which instruments can be used to measure media and information competence of
different user groups?
 How should media and communication education change in order to foster building
of digital competences?

Area IV: Technology




How are emerging technologies as big data, artificial intelligence, blockchain or
Internet of Things used in media and communication? Illustration of application of
these technologies with case studies is of interest.
Which technological trends and future products (e.g. virtual and augmented reality,
big data, blockchain, artificial intelligence, Internet of Things ….) are recognizable
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already today as prototypes and will influence the media and communication industry
in the future?
Which new professional job requirements emerge at the interface of journalism,
organizational communication and technology?
Which digital competencies (software development, cryptography, big data analytics,
data visualization) are key to success in Digital Transformation in media and
communication?

Area V: Development of the academic discipline, methodology and academic
teaching
Development of the academic discipline


How has Digital Transformation shaped the development of the academic discipline
of communication‐ and media science?

Methods




What kind of methodical innovations are necessary in order to ensure that
communication and media science can meet the challenges of the constant dynamic of
their respective research subject? Which methodical innovations are well suited for the
analysis of the fast change and Digital Transformation in the world of online
communication?
In which research areas does communication‐ and media science depend on
collaboration with other disciplines (e.g. computer science)?

Academic teaching



How should academic teaching be adjusted, in order to cater for required digital
competences of students?
How can the practical application of academic teaching be strengthened? How can
digital transformers coming from the area of media practice be included in academic
teaching in a useful way?
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Submissions
The conference is aimed at the national and international professional public. Contributions
and presentations can be submitted in German, French, Italian or English language. The
visualisation at the conference (Power Point or similar) mandatorily has to be presented in a
different language than the oral presentation, so that attendants of other languages can remain
connected. For holding a presentation, SAMCR‐membership is not a prerequisite.
There are three formats available for the submission of contributions:
Individual Submission

1. Extended Abstract (2,000‐
4,000 characters incl.
space characters)
2. Short Abstract (500‐1,000
characters)
3. Appropriate topics
within the call
4. Please submit individual
submissions over the
platform “EasyChair” by
using the following link:

Panel, SACM Specialist
Group Sessions
1. Panel description (1,000
characters)
2. 4‐5 individual
contributions (2,000‐4,000
characters each) of a
common topic
3. Separates cover page per
panel with information
about the authors (see
template on the website)
4. Please submit panels
directly to:

https://easychair.org/confere
nces/?conf=sgkm2019

sgkm2019@unisg.ch

Workshops «Science meets
Practice»
1. Abstract about the
workshop topic (1,000‐
2,000 characters)
2. Short Abstract about
individual contributions
(500‐1,000 characters
each)
3. Details of speakers from
science and media
practice
4. Details of a presenter to
host discussion during
the workshop
5. Please mail to:
sgkm2019@unisg.ch

Submission Deadline: 21.12.2018
Information regarding Review Results: 15.02.2019
15‐minute presentation
90‐minute panel
45‐90‐minute workshop
(if accepted)
(if accepted)
(if accepted

1.

Individual Submission

For individual submissions, we kindly ask you to write an extended abstract (scope: 2,000‐
4,000 characters incl. space characters) about a 15‐minute presentation. State, which 1‐2 topics
that were mentioned in the call, the presentation will particularly relate to (e.g. political
communication/methods). In addition to that, please submit a short abstract of your
presentation proposal (scope: 500‐1,000 characters) for the conference program.
Submission site for individual submissions:
https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=sgkm2019
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2.

Panel, SACM Specialist Group Sessions

The procedure regarding the submission of a panel or SACM specialist group session is
identical: Please write a panel proposal with 4 to 5 individual contributions for a 90‐minute
panel. The individual contributions should relate to a common panel topic. The description of
the panel should not exceed 1,000 characters, a description of 2,000‐4,000 characters is required
for each individual contribution. Please fill in one separate cover page per panel with all author
details (a template is available on the conference website), in order to guarantee anonymity
during the assessment process.
Please submit panel submissions via e‐mail:
sgkm2019@unisg.ch

Assessment Criteria
Submissions for individual contributions, panels and SACM specialist group sessions will be
assessed anonymously by a minimum of two experts (peer review). Hence, all contact details
mandatorily have to be noted on a separate cover page. Also, it should be avoided to offer
references in the short paper, which allow inference regarding authorship.
Reviewers will adhere to the following assessment criteria:
1) Relevance of the topic, 2) Reference to the conference topic, 3) Theoretical foundation, 4)
Appropriateness of method/approach, 5) Clarity of argumentation 6) Originality.
For panels: 7) Reference of individual contributions to a common topic.

Best presentation award for junior scientists funded by the ʺUlrich Saxer‐Stiftungʺ
During the SAMCR conference, the best presentation held by a junior scientist will be
awarded.
Formal Criteria:
The Junior Scientists Award can be awarded to candidates who fulfil the following criteria:
2.1. Candidates must present a contribution of outstanding quality at the SACM‐SGKM annual
conference.
2.2. Candidates must be part of the young generation of scientists. Candidates, who hold only
a temporary professorship, can also participate.
2.3. The prize can be awarded to an individual as well as to a group of young researchers. A
participation of professors in the paper and in the authorship is forbidden.
2.4. All individual and collective contributions to the SACM annual conference, in which at
least one person from the young academics must take part in (no professors according to
2.3), are automatically considered for the selection process and award

For the complete statutes see https://sgkm.ch/de/forderung/preise
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3. Workshops: Science meets Practice
During the conference, Digital Transformation should be discussed through innovative event
formats. For this reason, the new workshop format “Science meets Practice” was created,
which allows for direct exchange between communication‐ and media scientists and media
professionals (e.g. journalists, PR‐professionals, speakers, bloggers)
To submit a workshop, please write a proposal that comprises individual contributions from
3 to 5 people for a panel (45‐90 minutes). The workshop topic should be outlined in an abstract
(1,000‐2,000 characters), which also notes questions that will be addressed by all participants
during the workshop. For each individual contribution, a short summary of 500‐1,000
characters and details of speakers from science or media practice is required.
The selection of submitted workshops is made according to the following list of criteria:
1) Topic relevance, 2) Reference to conference topic, 3) Clear thematic connection between
contributions from media practice and communication‐ and media science. Workshop
proposals will not be subject to an anonymous peer‐review‐process but will rather be judged
by the organising committee. The workshop proposal should outline names of all contributors
from science and media practice and contain a few key words regarding their professional
backgrounds. Moreover, a host for the discussion during the workshop should be stated.
If required, the organisation committee of the conference might also initiate workshops
themselves and might contact suitable persons for this purpose.

Important Information
Activity
Start of submission via conference website
Submission Deadline
Information on review results and
Publication of Conference Program
Start of Registration
Registration Deadline

SAMCR Annual Conference 2019

Date
15.10.2018
21.12.2018
15.02.2019
15.02.2019
Online 03.04.2019;
Onsite registration possible during the
conference
04. – 05.04.2019

Contact:
Organisational Committee: Katarina Stanoevska‐Slabeva, Vera Lenz‐Kesekamp
E‐mail: sgkm@unisg.ch
Website: www.sgkm2019.ch
The Conference on Twitter
@SGKM2019: conference updates will be published via this Twitter account.
#SGKM2019: This is the official hashtag for the conference.
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